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For most travellers and campers, satellite phones have been considered a

luxury, with handsets costing several thousand dollars, hefty call-costs,

a binding contract, and monthly fees.

But the goal posts have moved with Inmarsat's new ISatPhone Pro.

Inmarsat is the major world carrier for satellite phones. Because they

use a fixed satellite network with satellites orbiting at 36000Km above

the earth's surface, they are now on a par with the satellite television

providers, in terms of coverage and reliability. Better still, with

Inmarsat's upgrade to their new Series 4 Satellite, they released a new

*portable* hand-held satellite phone, which has predictably blitzed the

market.

Previously, the competition's service had been low-orbiting satellites –

only 200Km high and taking 80 minutes to circumnavigate the globe -

with the result being patchy communication and call drop-outs, but not

any longer: Inmarsat's satellite service is parked permanently over

Northern Australia, meaning your phone antenna will need point north

from most Australian locations - and your reception? Crystal clear with

quick acquisition time from the moment you turn it on.

But is it affordable? Yes.

• The cost of a handset Was launched at well under $1000 in stead of the $2-3000 previously. Even with to-days falling
exchange the ISatPhone Pro ticks all the boxexs with our specially-priced bundle.

• This bundle includes an ISatPhone, a carry-case, SIM card and SIM card activiation), which means that when you
receive your satellite phone, it's good to go.

• We also sell prepaid phone credit vouchers for 25, 50, 100 for 250 units (with one-unit being the equivalent of one
minute call-time, calculated in 15-second increments).

• Unlike other plans – there is no flagfall. You can TXT or send concise, SMS-style email to any mobile or email address
in the world.

• You can receive a TXT or email just as easily, even if your phone is turned off, as both texts and emails are held in the
'Cloud' and will arrive in your phone once you switch it back on.

• There is also no charge for incoming emails and SMS messages sent to your ISatPhone.

New Inmarsat Portable ISatPhone Pro

The Sat Phone goal posts have moved!!!
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Now about the handset:

The IsatPhone Pro is Inmarsat’s first global handheld

satellite phone. Designed for professionals, IsatPhone

Pro offers satellite telephony, with Bluetooth for

hands-free use, voicemail, and text and email

messaging. Location data is also available to the user

to look up or send in a text message. It is available on

a global basis over the three Inmarsat-4 satellites,

which have an operational lifetime well into the

2020s.

Inmarsat's ISatPhone is the only satellite phone to

support Bluetooth. The handset can be placed on its

side for easy, hands-free use and there is full

manoeuverability of the antenna. The handset is

simple to use: it has an intuitive GSM-style interface;

a high-visibility colour screen and a larger keypad for

easy dialling.

Included with the ISatPhone:

• Mains universal AC charger with
(4 international adaptors)

• Car charger – 10-32 volts

• PC charger – micro USB cable

• Wired hands free headset

• Wrist strap

• Quick start guide (8 languages)

• Warranty documentation

• Support CD

• Also available Carry case (included with the
Campersat pack)

• Purpose built

ISatPhone Pro has been optimised to deliver the best

performance over the world’s most advanced mobile

satellite network. It is available on a global basis over

the three Inmarsat-4 satellites, which have an

operational lifetime into the 2020s.

Features:

• Global coverage

• Robust handset

• Clear voice quality

• Reliable network connection

• Long battery life

• Voice Mail

• Text

• E-mail Massaging

• Easy to use

When you are in the middle of nowhere you don’t want

your link to home in the hands of a PO box.

GPS Location data can also be viewed and sent in a text

message. Its unique design - including a fully

maneuverable antenna - allows the handset to be

placed on its side for easy hands-free use via Blue

tooth.

“With the introduction of IsatPhone Pro, any Australian

working in remote locations or interested in travel and

outdoor pursuits can have that peace of mind for less

than the cost of international mobile phone roaming.”

This means the IsatPhone Pro is a ‘game changer’ in the

remote environment market, offering the longest

battery life, the most robust handset, reliable global

coverage, clear voice quality and ease of use at the

most competitive price point in the market. Up to eight

hours talk time and up to 100 hours on Standby – the

longest battery life in the market.

The phone is dust, splash and shock resistant, with an

Ingress protection rating of IP54.

It is also capable of operating at the widest

temperature range, from -20°C to +55°C.

Why do you need it?

The IsatPhone Pro has been built from the ground up by

Inmarsat, an industry world leader in satellite voice and

data communications. The intuitive GSM-style interface

and high visibility colour screen along with unmatched

inbuilt features like Blue tooth and GPS keep you in

touch wherever you are.

Campersat with its 30 years experience in looking after

free campers is your number one choice.

Call (02) 9482 3100 or e-mail

… And have a great day.

Your Campersat Team

Wally

Angie

Melanie

www.campersat.com.au

email: enquiries@campersat.com.au


